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INNER CODE

is inserted by the compiler at the point of
call, thereby avoiding the overhead of a nor—
mal function call.

inner code Sec concatenated coding system.

inoculation A technique for virus prevention
in which a uterine, the *signature (but not
the harmful code.) of a virus, is deliberately
added to a program. This is effective only
against those specific viruses that are prof
grammcd to avoid reinfecting code by detect
ing the presence of their own signature.

inorder traversal Anni/161' nauwfiyr symmetric
order traversal.

input 1. The process of entering data into a
processing system or a peripheral device, or
the data that is entered.

Z. A signal that is applied to an electrical cir—
euit, such as a logic circuit.
3. To enter data or apply a signal.

input area' The area of main memory that is
currently allocated to hold incoming data.
The processing system will usually retrieve
data from the input area and transfer it to a
working area or register before it is
processed. The result of the processing may
be written to an *output area. Subroutines
are usually organized so as to replenish the
input area from a source such as an input
peripheral or communication line and clear
the output area by transfer to backing store.

input device Any device that transfers data,
programs, or signals into a processor system.
Such devices provide the humanicomputer
interface, the *keyhoard being the most com7
mon example. Early computers also used
punched paper tape and cards but these are
now obsolete. Current devices include

*pointing devices, *data collection termir
nals, *speech recognition units, magnetic
*card readers, and *document scanners. See
also logical input device.

input-limited process A process whose speed
of execution is limited by the rate at which

input data is available or obtained.

input/output (l/O) The passing of informa—
tion into or out of the central processing unit
of a computer system, or the part of the sys—
tem primarily dedicated to this activity. An
important function of most [/0 equipment
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is the translation between the host preces,
sor’s signals and the sounds, actions, or syme
bols that are understood or generated by peg,

ple. In some cases it may be translation
between two types of machine—readable sig
nals, as when a *barwode scanner reads the
data—encoded package and translates it into
an ASCII Code. 561' also l/O.

inquiry station A terminal from which info)»
mation can be retrieved from a *database,
Generally the terminal has a display and a
keyboard, but there may also be ancillary
devices such as a *badge reader. The user
makes the inquiry Via the keyboard either in
the form ofa question in plain text or by indi—
eating a selection from a menu on the display.
The display will show a series of possible
selections that successively narrow the field
of search. An inquiry station may also update
information as the result of an action arising
from an inquiry. An airline booking terminal
is an example of an inquiry station. 566‘ also
interrogation.

inscribe To encode a document by printing
information that is readable by both a person
and a machine.

insert 1. One of the basic actions performed on
*sets that, when applied in the form

inmate], 5)
adds the element 8/ to the set S. Ife/ is already
in S the operation has no effect on the mem—
bership of 5. See a/xu operations on sets.
2. One of the basic actions performed on

*lists, that places a new element into a list,
not necessarily at one end or the other.

install 1. To take software from the distribu—
tion files, which can be on floppy disks, CD .
ROM, tapes, or on a remote networked com—
puter, and place it in its permanent location
from where it Will be executed. The installa—

tion process is not just a straight copy as it
involves unpacking compressed files, configi
uring the software to suit its environment,
and perhaps allowing the installer to choose
how much of the software to install. A typical
installation program will offer choices of
minimum, custom, or full installations.
2. To fit new hardware features to a computer.

instance See instantiation, unification. See
also object—oriented programming.
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